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introduction

By Steve Towns

The Definition of a Nerd
Gov. Rick Snyder is proud of his tech credentials, and he’s banking on IT to help transform his state.

Support like that puts state CIO David
Behen in an enviable position. He’s
already identified nearly 20 new projects,
many of them large legacy replacements
that will be conducted over multiple
years with the new funding. Those dollars
will come with pressure to perform
and demands for accountability. But

e’re paying attention to
Michigan on the cover of
this issue because it’s hard to
imagine a state with stronger executive
support for strategic investments in technology. That support starts at the very
top, with Gov. Rick Snyder, whose 2010
campaign slogan was “one tough nerd.”
Snyder is a former private-sector tech
executive who jokes that he could dust off
his COBOL programming skills and work
on some of the state’s ancient systems —
although, seriously, he’s aiming to replace
them instead. Snyder sees new and better
technology as key to citizen satisfaction
with state and local government services.
One of the governor’s first moves
was to hire a like-minded budget director. John Nixon, former budget director for Utah, now heads the Michigan
Department of Technology, Management
and Budget. Nixon is the rare finance
officer who doesn’t see IT as a cost
to be cut. Instead, he views technology as fundamental to meeting future
demands — and this year he put nearly
$50 million of continuing funding into the
state budget to modernize IT systems.
“I support technology as a budget
director because I know that we’re never
going to keep up with the demands
on state services without a strong IT
infrastructure,” he said. “So we need
to make smart investments that will
help us maintain structural stability.”

W

month’s cover story, we give you a closer
look at what Snyder, Nixon and Behen
are trying to do and how they are working together to do it. This will be a
story worth following over the next few
years as Snyder’s team hits its stride.
By the way, I asked the governor what
he meant by his “tough nerd” campaign

“My definition of a nerd is someone who loves to learn. I love
to learn about everything and it
drives people crazy sometimes.

Michigan’s longstanding IT centralization gives Behen some valuable tools for
getting the job done, like authority over
statewide technology staff and budget.
NASCIO Executive Director Doug
Robinson put it this way: “Michigan
has some unique circumstances and
personalities that have all come together,
and they certainly have an innovation agenda. That’s different from
having a technology services agenda.
They have a different mindset about
how IT can be transformative.”
We thought the circumstances in
Michigan were unique, too. In this

slogan. Here’s what he had to say: “I’m a
nerd, and I’m proud of it. My definition
of a nerd is someone who loves to learn.
I love to learn about everything and it
drives people crazy sometimes. But I
have this philosophy of relentless positive action — no blame, no credit, let’s just
use common sense to solve problems.”
Maybe the nation’s statehouses
could use a few more nerds. ¨

[8]
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Michigan Gov. Rick
Snyder, center, says better
technology will improve
citizen satisfaction with
government. CIO David
Behen, left, and Budget
Director John Nixon, right,
lead the implementation
of that vision.

BY STEVE TOWNS | PHOTOS
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BY JESSICA MULHOLLAND

S TECH TRIO
m that’s ready to prove the power of good IT.
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MICHIGAN’S TECH TRIO

Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder knew he had a technology
problem the ﬁrst time he visited his state Capitol office.
It was Sunday, Jan. 2, 2011, the day after he was sworn
in as the state’s 48th governor. Anticipating a busy week
ahead, Snyder had gone in a day early to get a head start
on the job.
State IT workers were there, too, setting up the
governor’s personal technology — a new desktop PC
and a dinky square monitor. Snyder, a former computer
industry executive who ran as “one tough nerd” during
the campaign, wasn’t impressed. The
desktop was bad enough, but the monitor
was ridiculous.
“I knew from experience that you now
pay a premium for square-screen monitors,
so I said, ‘Do you realize it costs less to buy a
rectangular monitor and it gives a better user
experience? Why do I have a square one?’”
Snyder recalled. “They said, ‘We didn’t want
to look like we were spending money.’”
Since then, the governor has turned that
approach on its ear, designating millions of
state budget dollars for smart investments
in modern technology and new services
designed to serve citizens more effectively.
He’s also hired a top-notch team to help
him implement that vision. Budget Director John Nixon,
who joined the Snyder administration after managing
Utah’s state budget for ﬁve years, is considered to be one
of state government’s most tech-savvy CFOs. And CIO
David Behen has experience both in government — he’s
the former CIO and deputy administrator of Washtenaw
County, Mich. — and as a private-sector entrepreneur.
Together, they’re leading a revolution designed to
prove that strategic technology investments can both
lower the cost of running government and make citizens
happier with the services they receive.

Snyder, former
CEO of Gateway,
is fluent in
IT issues like
identity management and
cybersecurity.

I

t’s rare to ﬁnd a governor who’s in his element
when talking about IT. But Snyder clearly is —
as you would expect from someone who spent
six years in senior management at a major
computer manufacturer. He became executive vice
president of Gateway in 1991 and served as the company’s president and CEO from 1996 to 1997. During an
interview in his Lansing office, Snyder covers everything from COBOL programming to identity management — exclaiming at the end, “I love talking about
this stuff. I can talk about it all day.”
Snyder’s goal is to improve and simplify government
for citizens and businesses — which he pointedly refers
to as its customers — and he sees technology as fundamental to that strategy. Unfortunately, he says, the

technology deployed by government agencies hasn’t
done customers many favors. Multiple state databases,
systems and procedures make it a hassle for citizens to
get what they need, or even understand who they should
contact. Add on layers of local and federal government
and the picture really gets fractured.
Citizens want to interact with government electronically, he says, and agencies should make it easier and
more pleasant for them to do so. The governor envisions a
simpler model where citizens tell the state website what
they want to do and it leads them through the task — or
better yet, does it for them automatically. One example
Snyder gives is an address change process that lets a
citizen enter a new address once and have the change
occur in every state program that uses the information.
“In a lot of ways, we haven’t done the best by our
customers,” Snyder said. “We want to go toward something that I like to call ‘MI page,’ a customer-centric
model that says, ‘You are one person; you are one entity.’”
Reaching that goal will take some work, he acknowledged. Snyder ticks off a list of IT upgrades that are
fundamental to his plan. First, is standardizing and
connecting agency databases so they can function as an
enterprise resource and using the cloud where possible
to bring these systems up to date. Next is deploying identity management technology to authenticate users and
allow them to interact with state programs and services
more seamlessly. And ﬁnally, he said, the state workforce
will need a healthy dose of change management.
“The cultural question is too often overlooked in technology projects. I have lived through this one personally multiple times,” Snyder said. “The big challenge is
getting people to understand they can change how they
do business processes or interface with customers.”
One step toward changing the culture is a recently
launched crowdsourcing application designed to harvest
innovative ideas from the Michigan state workforce.
The “Bureaucracy Busters” initiative — which lets state
workers submit and rank ideas for improving state
operations — attracted more than 7,000 users in its ﬁrst
month of operation.
“The goal here,” Snyder said, “is to create an environment where people can really do the interaction they
should, without getting caught up in bureaucracy and
legacy issues.”

W

hen Nixon was approached about a job
in the Snyder administration, the offer
was too interesting to pass up. He’d built
a reputation in Utah as a savvy ﬁnancial
manager who understood the value of technology. In
Michigan, he would lead a consolidated state agency —
the Department of Technology, Management and Budget

[12]
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MICHIGAN’S TECH TRIO

Left: Behen and Nixon have built a strong connection between budget and technology. Right: Snyder discusses mobile technology during a cabinet meeting.
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MICHIGAN’S TECH TRIO

— that oversees all of the state’s ﬁnance, IT and administrative functions.
“One of the things that brought me here was the
opportunity to be the budget director and work very
closely with IT,” Nixon said. “I really looked at it as an
opportunity to see if we could use the budget to leverage
IT investment to bend cost curves.”
Nixon’s new job came with an immediate challenge:
The Snyder administration took office with the state
facing a $1.5 billion budget deﬁcit. After six weeks on
the job, Nixon had rebalanced the state budget and
helped Snyder fashion a sweeping tax-reform package
that became law last year. But even as Nixon cut overall
spending, he found money for small, high-impact investments in technology.
For instance, he created a $2.5 million innovation fund
designed to nurture good ideas that normally would be
steamrolled during the appropriations process. Nixon
says these ideas typically can’t compete with huge projects — think $100 million Medicaid system deployments
— so they never see the light of day.
The idea, he says, is to choose projects with a high rate
of return and use the savings they produce to repay the
innovation fund. The fund currently supports
ﬁve projects, including new self-service terminals for the Secretary of State’s Office and a
restaurant inspection and licensing application for Oakland County that will be shared
with counties across the state.
“I really wanted to put together a fund
where these smaller projects could go through
a different process,” Nixon said. “We put $2.5
million into the fund last year — that’s ongoing
base funding so it’ll grow by $2.5 million each
year. Over the next several years, that fund will
grow into something that we really think will
help us push the envelope on IT innovation.”
He also implemented a more structured
approach to IT planning and budgeting. Even
before Behen came on board as CIO, Nixon
met with Michigan’s senior IT managers,
asking them for long-term technology plans
so he could include funding for enterprise
technology in the state budget. “Their jaws
dropped,” Nixon recalled. “They said the fact
that we’re even in the budget director’s conference room
talking about IT is unbelievable. That’s never happened.”
From those talks and subsequent conversations,
it became apparent that agencies had huge pent-up
demand for new technology. Years of ﬁnancial turmoil
had forced the state to bandage up old systems and
keep them limping along far past their prime. As Nixon
and Behen put together a list of strategic IT projects,
they realized they needed more than just a one-time

Behen says
implementing
a new ERP
system is one of
his top priorities.

investment. Nixon’s solution was to put $47 million of
ongoing funding into the state budget to pay for technology projects.
“Normally you just fund the project,” he said. “What
we did was fund a base amount that stays in the budget
year after year.”

A

ll of this activity leaves the state CIO with
a remarkably full plate. Behen worked with
state agencies to identify 17 projects so far —
most of them large-scale, multiyear initiatives aimed at replacing legacy systems and enhancing
automation.
One of the ﬁrst tasks will be deploying a new ERP
system, Behen says. Michigan’s existing ﬁnancial
management system is nearly 20 years old and can’t
perform the kind of data mining
and analysis that decision-makers
need. The state also is weighing its
options for modernizing 30-yearold data center facilities. A 2011
report from consulting ﬁrm EquaTerra outlined a series of options
— ranging from co-located data
centers managed by a private
partner to completely outsourced
data center services — for the state
to consider. Through a request for
qualiﬁcation process, Michigan is
asking vendors to present ideas for
replacing the facilities. From those
responses, the state will develop
a short list of vendors that will be
Nixon says Michigan will use
asked to respond to an RFP.
technology to control the cost
Besides new data centers and ERP,
of running state programs.
the to-do list includes upgrading
Michigan’s Medicaid system to
comply with Affordable Care Act requirements and
replacing the Treasury Department’s system for
collecting sales, use and withholding taxes. “There are a
lot of big projects ahead, so we’re focusing on bringing
them in on time and on budget,” said Behen. “With
money comes accountability, and we’re OK with that.”
He adds that the close connection between budget and
technology in Michigan produces a powerful combination. “I report directly to John, so we work on our performance plans together, we work on our strategic plans
together, we’re totally aligned on how we’re moving
forward,” Behen said. “So when I’m pushing an IT project
for our agency partners, John is already there with me.”
NASCIO Executive Director Doug Robinson agrees
that the relationship is extraordinarily productive, even
if it’s not exactly how his organizaton would have drawn
it up. NASCIO recommends that the state CIO report
C ON T IN UE D ON P AG E 38
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H

istory’s greatest invention needs a tune-up.
Representatives from
almost every nation in
the world will soon meet in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates, to attend the
World Conference on International
Telecommunications (WCIT or “wicket”
as some say). From Dec. 3 to 4, the
International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) will host representatives
of its 193 member countries, who will
discuss high-level issues in telecommunications, like how best to foster
continued development of Internet
infrastructure across the planet.
The conference originated from two
sources, said ITU Counselor Richard

BY COLIN WOOD

|

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

NET

RELATIONS
THIS MONTH, THE
WORLD MEETS IN
DUBAI TO DISCUSS THE
INTERNET’S FUTURE.
ON THE DOCKET:
BASIC QUESTIONS
ABOUT SUSTAINING
THIS VITAL RESOURCE.

Hill. Several developing countries
announced that they wanted existing
regulations to be modernized. And some
developed countries thought many of
the outdated regulations could be abolished. “I think it’s safe to say there’s a
general agreement that everyone wants
the same thing: more telecommunications and more Internet,” Hill said. “But
there’s some disagreement on exactly
how to achieve that. The purpose of the
conference is to discuss that and come
up with an agreed path forward.”
It’s generally agreed that the previous
WCIT, which occurred in 1988, created
a financial and ideological framework
that allowed telecommunications and
the Internet, in particular, to flourish and
support the information-based culture
that much of the world enjoys today. The
goal of this year’s conference is to hone
the International Telecommunication
Regulations (ITRs), a treaty developed
at the first conference that aims to
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NET RELATIONS

facilitate global interconnection and
interoperability of telecommunications traffic across national borders.
Once the wording of the new regulations is decided and each nation ratifies
the document, nations will be treated
as sovereign entities, free to implement
the conditions of the treaty in their dealings with outside nations as they see fit.
The ITU’s role in the conference is that of arbitrator. The
ITU isn’t an enforcement agency,
nor is it attempting to control the
Internet, as some have suggested.
As far as the Internet and telecommunications go, the ITU is simply
a watchman, establishing a written
interpretation of the will of the world.
“Ultimately the stakeholders are the
people who use telecommunications, which is all of us,” Hill said.

T

he ITRs cover many different topics. Some of the main
points of discussion will be:
preventing fraud and cybercrime,
promoting equipment standards,
reducing the cost of mobile roaming,
empowering consumers, protecting
the human right of communication,
improving telecommunications access
for people with disabilities, improving energy efficiency, promoting the
responsible disposal of electronic
devices, taxation and interoperability.
“On some topics, there’s universal
agreement already,” Hill said. “They just
have to fine-tune the language. On other
topics, the positions are very far apart.”
Aside from the topics that nations tend
to more or less agree on, there are three
main fronts where battles are being
fought. One battle pertains to identifying
the best method for reducing international mobile roaming rates. The other
two battles are related to the financial
model and security of the Internet.
Just as Democrats and Republicans
will eternally debate the best model
for stimulating the national economy,
there are two competing philosophies
that overarch WCIT’s most contentious
discussions. One camp wants the market

to dictate how telecommunications infrastructure is developed and managed. This
camp believes the Internet has worked
well so far operating on a privatized,
liberalized model and therefore that is
how telecommunications should continue to run. The competing philosophy
wants increased government involvement in infrastructure development

the telecommunications and Internet
sectors thrive. The U.S. belongs to the
philosophical camp of not changing
things if they’ve been proven to work
well. Kramer said the U.S. would oppose
any major changes to the existing ITRs
during the conference, particularly any
that would undermine net neutrality
or endanger freedom of expression.
The U.S. delegation has strong
support, Kramer said, and comprises
more than 100 members, including the FCC, U.S. departments of
Commerce and Defense, Google,
Facebook, PayPal, civil society
organizations, free speech organizations, “and a lot of nations that
agree with the U.S.” The U.S. also
has detractors in the conference.
Some of the biggest rifts in ideology were highlighted after proposals put forward by the Association
of European Telecommunications
Network Operators (ETNO) were
attacked by the U.S. and its ideological allies. Among ETNO’s
proposals was a financial element
that would allow a “sending party
network pays” model. Whereas
the existing Internet model allows
the free flow of information, the
sending party network pays model
requires the party sending information over the Internet to pay a tax to
the receiving network operator.
This aspect of ETNO’s proposal gained
popularity among some developing
nations in Africa, the Middle East and
Asia, as well as some parts of Europe,
because it provides an income source
for nations that are in the early stages
of building out their fixed networks.
It sounds like an excellent solution
for nations that have few funding
options, Kramer said, but such a model
would be detrimental to the entire
Internet and is ultimately a bad idea.
“I think a lot of [ETNO’s supporters] have an old business model in
mind,” Kramer said. “Many of them
are from countries that haven’t liberalized, they have primarily a single
telephone company and they’re used
to the old voice model where they can

I THINK IT’S SAFE
TO SAY THERE’S
A GENERAL
AGREEMENT
THAT EVERYONE
WANTS THE SAME
THING: MORE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND
MORE INTERNET.
and management as a means to ensure
adequate financing, fairness and security.
One of the biggest challenges in
creating a treaty that includes nearly
every nation in the world is the disparity between the most developed and
least developed countries, ITU Director
Malcolm Johnson pointed out during a
September press briefing. What works
well in the U.S. or Japan may or may
not work well in developing Africa or
developing Asia. Creating a standardized infrastructure framework for the
world, therefore, proves very difficult,
Johnson said, but making low-cost
Internet access available for the world’s
citizenry is a noble goal worth pursuing and within WCIT’s purview.

T

he United States’ main goal for
WCIT, U.S. Ambassador Terry
Kramer stated, is to ensure that
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NET RELATIONS

creates a cycle of economic growth
where you have more and more broadband access. That creates an Internet
economy and Internet access, that
creates more affluence that then creates
more money in the telecom sector.”
He added, “That kind of privatized,
liberalized model is the one that has
worked not only in the U.S., but it’s
worked in South Africa, it’s worked
in Ghana, it’s worked in Kenya, it’s
worked in Korea, it’s worked in Japan.”

collect that termination fee for accepting traffic from abroad. It’s a very old
model, it worked very well early on,
when you had an environment where
people weren’t certain about the
technology, and a working environment where the paid model was the
primary way that things operated.”
ETNO responded to its critics in a
letter, stating that such a model would
not be mandated, but just an option to
be used by Internet operators “when
commercially suitable.” The organization also pointed out that such an
arrangement already exists to accommodate “high-value traffic” transmitted in the paid-peering arrangement
between Netflix, Level 3 and Comcast.
ETNO has stated that it “fully supports
the principle of an open Internet and
does not believe that its proposal
would hamper [an open Internet].”
The problem with even allowing the
sending-party-network-pays model
as an option, Kramer said, is that it
would eventually stifle Internet availability. For example, if Khan Academy,
an educational video website, was
required to pay a tax each time it sent
data to an African nation operating
under the sending-party-network-pays
model, Khan Academy’s owner might
decide to stop offering his website
in that country. Or alternatively, the
company’s owner could choose to
start charging users subscription fees,
as Netflix does, to cover the costs of
sending traffic to countries operating
under a sending-party-network-pays
model. This model would chip away
at the free model that has made the
Internet so successful, Kramer said.
“Our philosophy very much has been:
Allow the markets to be liberalized,”
he said. “Allow multiple providers of
broadband access, whether they are
mobile or fixed providers, to provide
that service to end users, stimulate
competition that drives down pricing,
and in turn you get lots of users who
are willing to pay for that broadband
access. And that should be the model
that funds infrastructure development, broadband development and

A

nother departure from traditional Internet governance is a
proposal that would send traffic through designated access points as
a means to regulate Internet content.
Currently organizations like the Internet
Society, Internet Engineering Task Force
and World Wide Web Consortium work
as part of a multistakeholder effort to
determine how best to govern Internet
traffic and handle security issues like
spam, malware and hackers. Proponents
of the traditional approach to Internet
governance appreciate the competence
and agility of small, specialized organizations with stakes in the Internet’s
continued availability and openness.
The U.S. is content with the current
form of Internet governance, Kramer
said, and opposes proposals that would
put controls on the Internet. “There
are over 425,000 different global routes
for traffic,” he said. “There are 40,000
different network operators serving 600
million websites.” The huge number
of working pieces that compose the
Internet have come to interconnect
in such a way so that rates have been
negotiated steadily downward through
the years, reducing costs for everyone.
“If you force certain routes, you’re
almost creating a monopoly route,”
Kramer said. “Prices go back up and
then the cost of Internet services go
up, the cost of broadband provision
goes up, and again it limits the audience that’s available.” Furthermore,
mandating regulated traffic routes
also readies the slippery slope to
Internet censorship, he said.

O

ne of WCIT’s main goals is
to find a way to lower rates
on international roaming.
Some nations favor rate regulation as a
way to lower rates. By simply ordering
lower rates, rates can easily be reduced.
But this is problematic, Kramer said,
because service providers might be led
to subsidize their losses on lowered
international rates by increasing other
rates or raising the cost of mobile devices.
“We’re proposing improved transparency on mobile roaming rates and
mobile roaming usage,” Kramer said.
By making rates and usage data more
visible to consumers, service providers will begin negotiating cheaper rates
in order to stay competitive, he said.

T

his conference is a milestone,
but it’s not the end of discussion
about international telecommunications. What happens during
the conference will tune the trajectory
of discussions about telecommunications and Internet governance.
In the event that ITRs are established that place taxes on the Internet
or mandate data checkpoints that could
lead to Internet censorship, “the people
who would be the most alarmist about
this would say that would balkanize
the Internet, create a whole bunch of
standards and approaches,” Kramer
said. “You could create a model that
didn’t honor free speech and democracy,
you could create a model that didn’t
honor economics — all those things
would be violated.” It would ultimately
create a fractured, uncooperative infrastructure. However unlikely, such a
scenario is possible, Kramer said.
No one can say exactly how the
conference will turn out, but WCIT’s
most important contribution will
be how it establishes precedents for
future relations between nations. ¨

Colin Wood is a regular contributor to
Public CIO. He can be reached at
colinwood0@gmail.com
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BY CINDY WAXER | CONTRIBUTING WRITER

PUBLICSERVICE
BLOODLINE
CIOs reveal how their parents’ careers in public
service influenced their professional choices.

F

ancy university degrees and much sought-after
certiﬁcations are often signs of an excellent
public CIO. But the drive to enter public service
often comes from somewhere else — family
history. Many of today’s top public CIOs say their decision
to enter government was a direct result of having watched
their parents work within the public sector.
That’s no surprise to researchers. After all, several
studies have established that children of entrepreneurs
are two to three times likelier to launch a company than
are kids of traditional salary earners. Similarly, public
CIOs appear just as likely to be inﬂuenced by their
parents’ career paths and inclinations. But that’s not all.
Many public servants possess speciﬁc characteristics that
make them prime candidates for government work —
traits they’ve inherited from their parents.
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PUBLIC SERVICE BLOODLINE

S

tephen Wetzel is one public CIO who believes
that there’s a genetic component to his chosen
career. CIO of Tarrant County, Texas, Wetzel
said that in order to serve as an effective public
servant, “customer service has to be a part of one’s DNA.”
Wetzel would know. His father dedicated 32 years to
law enforcement, 11 of which were spent as the police
chief of Phoenix. Wetzel’s brother also served the public
as a ﬁreﬁghter, and his sister works for the Phoenix water
department. Wetzel got his start in law enforcement
before “falling in love with IT” and eventually moving into
a more tech-oriented position in the public sector.
While wanting to “make a difference” in the world is
part of a public CIO’s genetic composition, Wetzel said
coming from a long line of public servants also showed
him the importance of having the right attitude. “My
family taught me that it was an honor to be a public
servant,” he said. “A career as a public CIO is really a
calling. You have the opportunity to make a difference
in people’s lives in a number of different ways. You can
leave a lasting imprint and change the landscape forever.
I was taught that public service is about making a difference that transcends your career.”
For Scott Brock, selecting a career in public service
wasn’t just about obeying his DNA but following his
heart. “A passion for being a public servant was passed
down in our family,” said Brock, CIO of the Ohio Development Services Agency (formerly the Ohio Department
of Development) in Columbus. His ﬁrst foray into public
service was painting ﬁre hydrants as a child. Brock’s stepfather retired after serving 32 years as a foreman for the
city of Westerville, a suburb of Columbus.
“I recall as a child him coming home from work and
talking about there being nothing better than knowing

PUBLIC
CIOS IN
TRAINING:
HOW TODAY’S
TOP CIOS
ARE PREPPING
THEIR KIDS
FOR PUBLIC
SERVICE
Plenty of public CIOs
follow in their parents’
footsteps. But when it
comes to teaching their
own children about the
value of working for a
government agency,
many find themselves
tongue-tied. After all,
today’s up-and-coming
public servants face
obstacles, from talent
wars to budget cuts,
that can easily dissuade
them from committing
to the common good.
Fortunately, there are
steps public CIOs can
take to guide their
children, especially if
they have the genetic
makeup of a public servant. Here’s how some
of today’s top public
CIOs are preparing their
kids for a tech career in
government.

at an early age the ”gratification that comes with
being there to help others.”
After all, he said, ”I looked
up to this guy with a badge
and a gun.”
But having worked in the
public and private sectors,
Emanuel recognizes that
many young professionals feel forced to choose
between a cash-strapped
career in public service
and the potential riches of
private enterprise. For this

Parent: Steve Emanuel
Position: CIO of New Jersey
Advice: As the son of a
police officer and a nurse,
Emanuel learned

you made a difference in an individual’s life,” he said.
“That just stuck with me. I feel that same way today —
there is no job outside of public service where the main
goal is to be of service to others.”
Being taught to place the needs of others before
one’s own has helped Brock endure both economic
and cultural shifts in IT. For one, Brock said “not
being so concerned with making a dollar” has enabled
him to resist switching to the private sector in tough
economic times and widespread government cuts.
What’s more, placing a premium on helping others
helps Brock cope with changes in work style as IT
budgets and resources shrink. “You see much less turf
and ego as we’re all forced to share services and ideas
and operate as one holistic piece. We’re seeing more
and more of an environment in the public sector that’s
conducive to teamwork and not egos.”

A

ttitude and collaborative skills aside, many
public CIOs have their parents to thank for
their strong leadership qualities. Just ask
Sam Nixon, CIO of Virginia and head of the
Virginia Information Technologies Agency. “Something
I learned from my mom was how to focus on being a
good listener ﬁrst and a talker second,” he said. “That’s
extremely important — to listen more than you talk.
Even when I have very strongly held beliefs about what
I think we should do, I always carefully consult my
team members.”
Knowing how to listen to others is a valuable life
lesson that Nixon said was passed down to him by both
parents. His mother was a schoolteacher and his father
was a pastor — professions that require equal parts leadership and listening skills.

reason, Emanuel said he’s
worked to instill a strong
foundation of ethics in his
five children that will guide
them regardless of career
path. So far, potential professions include a history
teacher, criminal justice
specialist, nurse, beautician
and drummer.
”Hopefully the life lesson is that you have to
make some choices,” he
said. ”You can go after the
almighty dollar, but I’ve

always told them to just
remember your foundation
of ethics. Just make sure
you make the right decisions and remember that
it’s about serving a customer, whether it’s a citizen or an end customer.”
Parent: Sam Nixon
Position: CIO of Virginia
Advice: Encouraging your
children to volunteer and
hone their inherited talents
is imperative, according to
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PUBLIC SERVICE BLOODLINE

Another way Nixon’s parents helped mold his future
as a public CIO is by shaping his perspective on life.
Unlike private-sector CIOs who tend to focus on a single
line of business, public CIOs are often required to be
jacks of all trades — comfortable working with different
types of technology, personalities and world views.
“My mom and dad both got home relatively early from
work, so in the Nixon house, dinnertime for us was always
5:30, which meant by 6:00, we were usually ﬁnished and
watching the nightly news on television,” he recalled. “As
we watched television, my dad would editorialize and
give us his 2 cents’ worth, so at a pretty early age, I became
acutely aware of the world outside the walls of our house.”
In addition to being open to new experiences and
opinions, Nixon said his famous last name, although he’s
not related to the controversial past president, fostered
“additional interest in what was going on with politics,
public policy, governance and elections.”
As for his IT prowess, Nixon admitted that his mother
had as much to do with his proﬁciency as his years of
professional training. “My mom was the person in the
house that if her sewing machine broke, she would
take it apart and try to ﬁx it. In fact, she was the ﬁrst
person I knew who had a personal computer, a Radio
Shack TRS-80.” Nixon remembers his mom as a “gadget
person,” who used a computer to grade her students’
papers long before it became common practice among
teachers.

P

ublic servants can inherit their parents’ technical skills but when it comes to job satisfaction, examples need to be set, not genetically
mapped. Take Chris Mertens, for example.
Currently the IT director of Hamilton County, Ind.,

Nixon. And he would know.
Nixon encouraged his son
— who ”seems to have the
leadership gene in spades”
— to get involved in organizing trips with Habitat

Mertens began in government straight out of college
and gradually worked his way up from the help desk to
the CIO’s office. But it was his mother’s fulﬁlling career
in economic development for state government that
convinced him a career in public service was the right
way to go. “My mother always enjoyed what she did, and
that weighed into my decision,” said Mertens.
But that’s not all. While driving around town, Mertens
recalled that his mother would point out the projects
for which she had helped secure government grants.
“She talked about the results of her work,” he said. “I
saw that there was pride in helping communities and
that there were real, tangible results to helping people.
She’d point out physical improvements of the community and things that had directly related to things she
had done.”
Patience is another important trait that tends to be
encoded in a person’s DNA. “People are either patient or
they’re not,” Mertens said. “Someone who is patient can
take the time to really understand a variety of needs and
to take the time to work with different departments.”
For example, Mertens said it’s not uncommon for him
to “go from a meeting with the head of the parks department to one with a prosecutor” and have to understand
each individual’s unique business problem and what
they’re trying to resolve. “You have to try to switch gears
and understand the business they’re in,” he said. Without
a doubt, these are tough tasks for a public CIO, but it’s
a job that’s made a lot easier when you have the right
genetic makeup. ¨
Cindy Waxer is a journalist whose articles have appeared in
publications including The Economist, Fortune Small Business,
CNNMoney.com, CIO and Computerworld.

for Humanity. Nixon’s son
spent half the summer as
a site supervisor for the
organization this year.
”I’m very proud that he
wants to do this kind of
work and feels like he
ought to help people who
are not in a position to help
themselves,” Nixon said.
”It’s somewhat similar to
being a public CIO — I
just didn’t have his level
of maturity when I was
his age.”

Parent: Chris Mertens
Position: IT Director,
Hamilton County, Ind.
Advice: Mertens’ daughter
may be the tender age
of 12, but he said

it’s never too early to
begin prepping your child
for a career in the public
sector. ”When I look at my
daughter, I think that she
has the right mentality
for public service but also
for IT in general. Part of it
is seeing her willingness
to help people. She volunteers to help work at the
church and all kinds of
things, not to mention her
aptitude with school and
computers.”

Public CIO surveyed
nearly 100 CIOs about
what influenced their
decision to enter public
service. Fifty percent of
CIOs said they’d rather work
in the public sector. Most
respondents with children
also said they’d encourage
their kids to work for the
government. Here are a
few highlights.
Did your parents’ career as
a government employee
influence your decision to
enter public service?
Yes
37%
No
63%

If you have children
who aren’t working in
government, would you
encourage them to?
Yes
42%
No
26%
Doesn’t apply to me
32%

Why did you become a
government worker?
Parents’ success
1%
Parents’ advice
2%
Financial stability
17%
Job security
8%
Benefits, etc.
11%
Felt compelled to serve
28%
Other
32%
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The Smartest
Thing I Ever Did
Eight CIOs talk about their best decisions and the impact of those moves.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

What if you were asked to tell the story
about the smartest thing you’ve ever done
in your career and why you did it? Would
it be easier to tally the number of times you
hit roadblocks, blew your budget or injured
a partnership? Public CIO set forth to find
answers from several of the nation’s top
CIOs who have served or currently are in
state, local and federal positions.
What follows is a firsthand account from
each CIO about how establishing partnerships, trusting and letting go, investing in
people and assessing situations have all been
instrumental to smart decision-making.
[24]
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THE SMARTEST THING I EVER DID

DAVID KIDD

ASSESS AND
STRATEGIZE

JERRY FRALICK
Family Support Administration and
Human Development Services. The
primary function of both agencies was
to provide grant money, which averaged
$45 billion per year, to social programs
like Head Start, Temporary Assistance
for Needy Families, child support and
others. The consolidation resulted in
the new agency having 36 separate grant
systems, each having its own operating
system, including hardware appliances,
software versions and vendors, communications structure as well as separate
IT budgets — it needed an overhaul.
I approached the department CIO
and said we needed to have one grant
system for ACF. Not only would a
single system reduce our operating costs and eliminate redundant

Former CIO of North Carolina, CIO of the Office of
Justice Programs in the U.S. Department of Justice,
and deputy CIO for the Administration for Children
and Families in the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services

When I was approached to write an
article about the smartest thing I ever
did as a CIO, I thought, “Wow, now
that is a tough question.” After mulling it over, I decided to write about it
from a federal and state perspective.
In the mid-’90s, I was brought in as
a consultant at the Administration for
Children and Families (ACF), which
had become an agency within the U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services as a result of the consolidation of two other agencies — the

hardware and software, it would also
realign our resources to better serve
our grantee base. The CIO agreed, and
I embarked on a five-year strategic plan
that brought on an outside vendor to
assist me in re-engineering the business processes within ACF and to build
one unified grant system. The resulting
Grants Administration, Tracking and
Evaluation System (GATES) became one
of the models for the president’s Grants
Management Line of Business initiatives and the U.S. Office of Management
and Budget’s Center of Excellence for
grants processing for the federal government. Grants.gov was created, whereby
all federal grants are funneled through
this gateway. Today the Grants Center
of Excellence delivers end-to-end grants
management services to more than
17 federal partner agencies processing more than $60 billion in grants.
In my other experience as CIO of
North Carolina, the governor asked me
to reduce IT expenditures across the
state. To accomplish this, I conducted
an infrastructure study and assessment
of the executive branch cabinet agencies. This study was to provide me the
information needed to assess the IT
landscape of North Carolina and to
identify opportunities for efficiencies,
either pertaining to costs or operations. The end result of the assessment
showed that the state could save an
estimated $76.1 million over five years.
Before I left office, plans were being
formulated that would implement some
of the recommendations of the study.
The staff agreed to put forth a plan
to outsource the mainframe operations,
including the possibility of relocating
the equipment within the next fiscal
year. Additionally, we awarded a statewide enterprise contract agreement to
a managed print services company that
would ultimately save the state more
than $1 million annually in printer costs
for the executive branch agencies.
The decisions I made to assess
and strategize from both experiences
have been monumental on a state and
national level, and definitely the smartest things I’ve done in my career.
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THE SMARTEST THING I EVER DID

GET OUT THERE!

VICKI IREY

I have been CIO of Overland Park
for seven years, and about the time
that I took over, there was almost a
complete turnover in the city’s executive leadership ranks. Nine out of 12
department directors were new, and
I wanted to establish a solid relationship with each one of them. I
also wanted to branch out to other
CIOs in the business community.
I began meeting with each department director for lunch and holding
other informal meetings to gain an
understanding of their expectations of the Information Technology
and Facilities Department, to learn
what I could do to strengthen their
trust in the services that my department delivers, and equally important,
to develop a personal and professional relationship with them.
Next was the development of relationships with the other CIOs in Johnson
County. Overland Park is the largest
city of the 22 cities inside Johnson
County and the second-largest city in
Kansas. Over the last 10 years, a fiber
network was installed by each city

CIO, Overland Park, Kan.

When I was asked to write an
article about the smartest thing
I’ve done as CIO, smart technology
first came to mind. I recently saw a
definition of smart technology that
included initiatives like analytics,
sustainability, mobile business and
security. Like most cities and businesses, the Overland Park Information
Technology Department has many
of these exciting smart technology
projects in the works. We are virtualizing our desktops, server hardware
and applications; implementing new
SAN technology; taking advantage
of “thin-provisioning;” using business intelligence to improve the
quality of information available to
staff and management; rolling out a
mobile website; and looking to use
tablet technology in the field, just
to name a few. I really can’t take
credit for these initiatives — all the
credit belongs to my talented staff.

and connected together allowing us
to share data and resources. Currently
Overland Park is the host for the police
department CAD and records management application for the county and
its cities. Without the relationships
built, it would not be as easy to maintain the network and applications.
I also began seeking opportunities
with organizations in the Kansas City
area for CIO networking and joined
the KC CIO Exchange. Members of
this group include CIOs from some of
the largest employers in the greater
Kansas City area. I also became a
member of Metropolitan Information
eXchange, a national organization of
city and county CIOs who represent
populations that exceed 100,000.
Building relationships inside and
outside the city of Overland Park has
proven to be an invaluable asset to me
for exchanging ideas and thoughts on
the ever-changing world of technological advances. Just when you think
you know it all, you find out that you
don’t. And just as important, I’ve made
a lot of new friends. So get out there!
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THE SMARTEST THING I EVER DID

GAIL M. ROPER
CIO, Raleigh, N.C.

INVESTING
IN PEOPLE

TERRY BLEDSOE

work. This is the only way teams become
truly innovative, truly world class.
This is how we have been very
successful at getting our customers to
first buy into new technologies and
then support them. They have seen the
many creative solutions that my team
has envisioned and brought to reality.
They have experienced the energy of
finding that one thing that has taken
the hassle out of their workday, the one
thing that has allowed them to be more
efficient and the one thing that perhaps
sets them apart from other agencies.
And have I ever been disappointed?
Of course! But by constantly investing
in people, I find that there are many
more successes than disappointments. I
usually find that when one of my team
members fails, they are more disappointed in themselves than I am in them.
Every project has risks and everyone
fails at some point, but the secret is
to learn from it and grow stronger.
So while my past technology decisions will have a limited life, the
investment I have made in people will
have a more far-reaching impact in
today’s world and in the future. That
investment is definitely the smartest thing I have done as a CIO.

CIO, Catawba County, N.C.

When reflecting on the decisions
I’ve made as a CIO, there have been
ones that I am very proud of and ones
that have changed the direction of the
organization. Recently I’ve made decisions to move to VoIP; put in redundant
infrastructure incorporating storage
area networks and virtual computing;
and ventured into the cloud. Looking
back, I chose Ethernet over token ring,
Microsoft instead of Novell, and to
support video conferencing in the early
’90s when it was extremely expensive.
But as I look at all the technology
changes that I have lived through,
I realize that all of them were just
temporary. Many were just steps to
the next technology. Some were fleeting innovations for the moment but
quickly replaced by a new gadget or
program. Hopefully they were good
decisions for that point in time. But
were any of them the smartest thing
I ever did as a CIO? Definitely not.
The smartest thing I’ve done as CIO
is to constantly invest in people. I want
my team to be growing, learning new
things and putting that knowledge to

Developing a strategy for expanding my role as a public-sector CIO to
the community was the smartest thing
I ever did as a CIO. I combined my
background in broadband technology
and digital economic development with
a personal desire to extend my CIO
experience to better serve the Raleigh
community and youth development.
With some facts about technology adoption in our local community and the
development of private-sector partnerships in the region, we’ve been able to
transcend the traditional role of the
public CIO. This effort has had a positive impact on the next generation of
workers and the city’s role as a community change agent. The targeted group
of young Americans will inevitably
impact workforce development, digital
literacy and advance our strategies to
enhance community self-sufficiency.
My role as CIO and community relations officer connects the technology
to the people in the community by
preparing a cohort of gifted students to
educate and train adults in their local
neighborhoods. These trained tech

EXPANDING MY ROLE
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THE SMARTEST THING I EVER DID

soldiers commit to give back to their
community in exchange for free training and technology tools they receive
during a structured educational program
taught in a high-tech training lab in the
city’s newly renovated teen center.
The smartest thing I did was align
the program’s goals with the overall
strategy and vision of the city of Raleigh
organization. Partnering with the private
sector for funding support has kept
program costs palatable for the organization and extends the philosophy that the
municipal CIO can promote valuable
relationships outside the myopic vision
of the traditional public-sector CIO.

BILL GREEVES
CIO, Wake County, N.C.

TRUSTING
AND LETTING GO

DAVID KIDD

I’ve done a few stupid things in
my career. I’ve done a few things
considered to be innovative, and I’ve
certainly done my share of interesting things. But learning to let go and
trust people is undoubtedly the smartest thing I’ve ever done as a CIO.
Over the course of my career, I’ve
been a head technology guy for three
different local governments, with each
being larger and more complex than the
last. Each time, I went in as the “new
guy” rather than climbing through the
ranks. Early on, my decision to let go
and trust was in direct contrast with my
instinct of survival, particularly in the
early days of a new position. Naturally
I wanted to develop some sufficient
street cred in front of the troops so
that they’d know I was “worthy” of the
position. I learned to suppress those
urges long ago because I realized that
it was a key to successful leadership.
Some CIOs come from deep in a
technology background; others have
learned to lead an organization through
more general business skills. (Somehow
this English major slipped in the back
door of the data center when no one
was looking.) Regardless of our backgrounds, when we get to the execu-

tive leadership level in government,
we can no longer stay deep in a single
discipline, no matter how comfortable or confident we may be lurking at
those depths. We’ve got to get wider
and shallower. We must be able to
cover more ground, do more stuff and
do it more quickly than we’ve had to in
the past. How do we do it? We trust.
This necessity to let go, coupled
with the incredibly talented, dedicated
and intelligent people I have had the
pleasure of leading made this a relatively painless transition for me. As I
write this, I am only two months into
my new role as CIO of Wake County,
N.C. Yet I already have seen my staff in
action — innovating, communicating
and just doing what needs to be done.
Oftentimes I just green light their new
ideas and get out of the way! It might not

always get done exactly as I would have
done it, but in a majority of the cases,
it gets done well and often better than
I imagined. Empowerment, delegating
decision-making authority and providing
opportunities for growth shows my team
that I have confidence in their abilities
and that I trust their judgment. This
has made it much easier for me to earn
their respect and loyalty. Sure, I have had
some slackers and bad apples, but they
can be isolated and managed individually without tainting the overall approach.
A CIO cannot do it all. At best, we’ll
run a tight ship that goes nowhere. We’ll
be a utility provider that our organization can depend on to provide dial tone,
connectivity and PC repairs. At worst,
we’ll burn out or become the bottleneck to the innovation we were hired
to achieve. We’ve got to learn to let go.
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THE SMARTEST THING I EVER DID

ANDY BLUMENTHAL
Division Chief of the U.S. State Department, former
CTO of the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives

Being an IT leader is like being peanut
butter sandwiched between two slices
of bread — you’ve got your customers
and resources and you must leave a good
taste all around. It’s not only about the
technology, but also even more about
the people. Here are just two examples.
In the first case, the leadership team
was co-located in offices on a single
floor. While this was great for cohesiveness among the various leaders of the
organization, it was distancing in terms
of the staff. Even regular meetings or
coffee with them meant a trip within
the building. Subsequently when they
were renovating our office building, I
was temporarily located next to the IT
team work area and found that everything changed. People poked their heads
in, communication was more natural,
meetings were impromptu as events
occurred “on the ground,” and the team
came to see me more for what I am — a
problem solver with them — rather
than a figurehead on a pedestal. As the
renovation came to a close, I decided
to stay with the IT team, and continue
to work closely with the staff members
and be a part of their day-to-day functioning and ultimately the long-term

BRENDA DECKER
CIO, Nebraska

The smartest thing I did as CIO
of Nebraska was to establish strong
partnerships/collaborations with
other political subdivisions of government within the state. In Nebraska,
political subdivisions of government
include public schools, the university
system, cities and counties, and the
federal government. The Nebraska
Public Power District (NPPD) is 100
percent public power, so it is also a
political subdivision of government.
Partnering/collaboration is not the
easiest path to undertake. Establishing
trust is essential for effective partnerships, which takes a great deal of time
and investment for parties on both
sides of the equation. In addition, both
sides have extensive memories of all
the wrongs they have endured from the
other side over the years. It takes time to
work through those issues and establish
a new relationship that enables everyone to move forward for the good of the
partnership. I also learned that much of
this partnering could not be “staffed”

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

PEOPLE FIRST,
MISSION ALWAYS

IT solutions for the organization.
The funny thing is that from a business perspective, this team cohesion was
also more effective for our customers.
I was able to meet with them, understand their business needs, integrate
these with the organization as a whole,
prioritize them, decide on resourcing,
and lead the IT solutions with closer,
real-time knowledge of what was going
on in the trenches. I learned more about
who my people (and their families) were,
their real strengths and weaknesses,
their concerns and how we could solve
them together for the customer. The
business owners saw a deeply cohesive
and hardworking team that was taking
care of them, the customer and their
work requirements better and faster.
In this vein, I instituted regular system
user groups that met with our business
counterparts, not just when we needed
them for requirements or testing, but
ongoing to communicate, collaborate,
innovate, project plan, make recommendations and resolve issues. When I
set up the first meetings on a monthly
basis, I was astounded that the users
decided after the first meeting that
they wanted to meet again the very
same week — actually two days later.
The two examples of developing greater human cohesion with my
team and with our user community
are really the same. It is about being
there to listen, ask questions, understand, emphasize and work through
challenges together. You cannot do
this to greatest effect from an “ivory
tower” of CIO — chief in outer space.
Years earlier, I remember learning
the difference between a general who
commands his troops from the rear
(he is personally afraid and disconnected and sends his troops ahead of
him), and one who leads from in front
as both an example of what’s expected
and ready and willing to roll up his
sleeves and fight with the team to get
results. There is a huge difference in
the perception of such a leader and
in the reality of what such a leader
can achieve at the “tip of the spear”
of a strong and dedicated team.

ESTABLISHING
PARTNERSHIPS
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THE SMARTEST THING I EVER DID

out. It involved me and my commitment
along with the leadership of the political
subdivision. As the leaders of our organizations, if we would have been unable
to establish this level of trust, what
chance did the operational staff have?
As we set up these meetings and
moved forward, what lessons did we
learn? First and foremost, you must
have executive backing. In our case,
Gov. Dave Heineman was 100 percent
behind our efforts and understood the
benefits that could be achieved through
these partnerships. Second, you must
realize that you will rehash old ground.
Without understanding the perspective of each side, you don’t know what
obstacles you need to overcome. That
may mean hearing how your organization messed up a project 15 years ago,
how it affected your potential partner,
and acknowledging your errors. Third,
in a partnership, neither side gets everything it wants all the time. Once everyone understands this concept, it is easier
to compromise on major decisions.
Finally, the efforts exerted to establish
the partnership are not a one-time
exercise. This is an ongoing process that
requires continued “care and feeding.”
However, one success lays the foundation for many, many new projects.
Three highly visible successes we
have seen include a partnership with
the University of Nebraska system
that established a statewide network
providing a high-speed backbone called
Network Nebraska. This collaboration has more than doubled capacity
across the state at lower and lower
costs. The state’s partnership with the
NPPD created a jointly owned statewide radio system in place of the two
systems being planned. With the NPPD
and state pricing their system upgrades
at approximately $20 million to $30
million each, the joint $17 million expenditure was seen as a win-win situation.
And the partnership between Network
Nebraska and the K-20 schools has
seen some of the lowest networking
and Internet pricing in the nation.
Was it worth the time invested?
Absolutely!

HAROLD TUCK
Former CIO, San Diego County

It takes a village to run an IT
organization, and I must give credit
to my team, peers and bosses.
I became the CIO of the county of
San Diego in March 2008, having spent
many years as a senior executive in the
operations side of the house. My last
assignment was as the deputy chief
administrative officer for public safety,
a tough job indeed. Our county had
outsourced its IT in 1999 except for
the elected offices of the sheriff and
district attorney. After reaching my
wit’s end pondering the simple question: Why don’t we have more innovation being delivered by our outsource
vendors? I had an epiphany. (I always
wanted to use that word in a sentence.)
Innovation starts out on the “edge”
from the employees who provide the
services. Why weren’t we asking them
for their creative ideas? How would they
suggest the delivery of IT services to
them and the public be done differently?
After giving it some thought, I formed
an Innovation Council (IC). However,
like most ideas, this wasn’t original — we
had tried it before and failed. I took a
different approach instead of including just industry experts from existing
partners. I chose to add line and select
management staff below the rank of
department head. I paired the county
staff with experts from the IT industry
including competitors. We had our first
IC meeting in June 2009. Northrop
Grumman, Gartner and a county IT
staff person facilitated the inaugural
meeting. We had our formation meeting, and we were off and running.
The charter members were San Diego
County, Gartner, AT&T, CGI, Northrop
Grumman, HP, Oracle and Microsoft. All
but Northrop remain on the IC today.
The mission of the IT Innovation
Council is to increase and accelerate the identification and incubation of innovative IT solutions.
I knew that driving innovation

SPARKING INNOVATION
would require a transformation. I first
needed to get the support of my peers
and boss. I got the commitment and
involvement from top-level executives and influential change agents.
(Do not start an innovation program
without this commitment and support.)
I did that by focusing on the strategy,
organization, process and culture.
Fundamentally, to get the innovation
right, you must get the strategy, organization, processes and culture right.
Many organizations succeed in
getting people excited about innovation, and then fail at providing
the ability to transform excitement
into action. I became the evangelist — innovation needs a champion who can rapidly move ideas
from origination to implementation.
In the ensuing years, the organization
has adopted the work of the IC, which
led to creation of our mobility strategy
and many other creative and exciting projects such as our IT road maps.
The team is nothing short of amazing,
and coupled with the IT staff, we have
innovation synergy. The IC has become
a fabric in the larger context of how
IT is delivered within San Diego. ¨
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Editor’s Note: This is
the first in a series of
interviews with industry
thought leaders on the
future of technology.
In our next issue, we’ll
talk to Stuart McKee,
Microsoft’s CTO of state
and local government,
about the future of
productivity in the public
sector and how it will
shape the next wave
of devices.

BY STEVE TOWNS

THE
INTERSECTION
OF MAN AND
MACHINE
Motorola CTO Paul Steinberg predicts a future where
public safety technology is smart and wearable.
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SOON, POLICE OFFICERS will be surrounded by a web of connectivity linking them to dispatchers and
information sources. Instead of traditional radios, they’ll wear devices that let them communicate via voice, data and
video. Using sophisticated analytics, these devices will be smart enough to give officers only the information they need —
alerting them, for instance, that someone’s approaching from behind — while ﬁltering out nonessential data. Innovative
display technology will deliver this data without distracting officers from the real-life environment around them.
That scenario is envisioned by Motorola Solutions CTO Paul Steinberg, who recently spoke to Public CIO about the
future of mobile technology for public safety agencies. Steinberg is responsible for the company’s technology strategy and
vision. He’s also a member of the FCC’s Technical Advisory Council and served on the FCC’s Technical Advisory Board for
First Responder Interoperability.
Here, he discussed user trends that will reshape what mobile devices look like and how they work. He also talked about
technical components — from new display and user interfaces to better energy management — that’ll make it all possible.

How will the user interface evolve?
There will be a lot more voice interaction and more
going on around gesture interaction. Let’s face it, the
keyboard isn’t really so good on mobile devices, so
that is obviously not the way of the future; it’s the next
barrier to take down. On the enterprise side, we have
invested in something called a ring scanner, where the
scan engine is worn on the ﬁngers and the computer
that it’s driving is worn around the wrist. We developed it with one of the large transportation logistics
companies. It’s the kind of thing that you are going to
see a lot more of.

How will those trends impact mobility for public safety?
I think the device becomes a platform that offers
intelligence not just interaction. Take Apple’s Siri application as an example: That platform has information
about the context in which it exists. So it knows my
location, it knows about the environment around me,
it may know the path that I traversed to get there and
it may know things like temperature. Take those things
and juxtapose them with the historical information
it knows about me and now the challenge is: How do
we reduce all the data that is potentially available into

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

information and knowledge that
is usable in real time?
I think that the mobile platform becomes an analytics
engine that synthesizes not just
the Siri-style Web-based look up,
but it is much more contextually aware and much more able
to bring the right information to
the right person at the right time.
So what does that mean to
a police officer? Police officers
often tell me that a device like
Motorola’s LEX 700 is wonderful
— it’s rugged, it is clearly a broadband device and has a great user
interface — but you have so many
things in there that you can show
me at any given time. If you show
me more than two at once, it’s
not useful. The problem is, how do you know which two
things are relevant at any given time? For a police officer,
what’s relevant changes depending on whether he’s
writing a traffic ticket or responding to a fellow police
officer who is in trouble. So it is not just a simple query;
it’s analytics to synthesize what is important and provide
that information through the user interface that is best
adapted to the particular situation.

As smartphones, tablets and
other mobile devices become the
way people get things done, how
will those devices evolve?
One key trend is that commercial technology is shaping the
expectations of the professional
users. One very large metropolitan police force told me that 50
percent of their officers on the
street are age 30 or younger. So,
of course, they are inﬂuenced
by contemporary technology.
Number two, hands-free operation is really important, and that
is going to directly inﬂuence what
we do with mobile technology.
The third thing is what I would
call device or radio or environmental convergence. Today a
police officer might have a land mobile radio and also some
kind of a data device. The conﬂuence or the intersection
between those two is getting more and more profound.
The importance of hands-free operation is pushing us
toward wearable technology. Tablets and smartphones
require you to look at them and interact with them.
They offer voice recognition and that is a small step, but
when I say wearable, I am talking about the real input
and output.
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THE INTERSECTION OF MAN AND MACHINE

We also are thinking of embedding display technology
— you may be familiar with Google glasses, something like
that but much more robust and appropriate for the environments that we serve — that would let police officers
or ﬁreﬁghters always be looking up. They would remain
situationally aware but have their reality augmented with
the technology.
The key message is that the technology-to-human
barrier will continue to go down. As the technology gets
smarter and as the user interface improves, a mobile
device becomes much more an extension of the body
rather than a separate piece of equipment. That is the
long view of where we are trying to take this thing.
What other factors will be important?
People are going to want to wear devices and have
them be as unobtrusive as possible. Obviously display
technology and analytics will inﬂuence that. But energy
and batteries will be other key components. If these
devices are going to unobtrusive and wearable, they need
to be small and compact.
One very big thing that is driving battery technology
is the growth of hybrid and all-electric vehicles. That
is really pushing battery technology and it is making
the economics and the investments that companies
would make in battery technology an entirely different
game. We don’t invent battery chemistry here, but
we invent battery management systems. And it’s not
infeasible that by the end of the decade there could be
technologies that double the energy-to-volume ratio
for batteries. That means I can get the same amount
of energy from a battery half the size. Those sorts of
things start to make a huge difference in terms of the
wearability of devices.
How will these new mobile devices impact the availability
of radio spectrum?
The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology has recommended that spectrum policy
should shift from dedicated spectrum toward shared spectrum — meaning that instead of dedicating the spectrum,
you make the spectrum publicly accessible and create an
access mechanism so that it can be intelligently shared.
You can start to see the technology itself with things
like cognitive radio or software-deﬁned radio. Increasingly, these devices will be able to ﬁnd spectrum that is
available, adapt to it, use it and then hop off. So connectivity gets to be a lot more efficient and resilient. Over
the near term, you will see devices that have many bands
of capability and/or many different methods of access
within them.
The next trick becomes allowing them to operate on
one or more bands concurrently so that you can listen
on one band while talking on another, for example.

Then if you could get a device that is actually capable of
hawking on two different pieces of spectrum — maybe
even with different technologies concurrently active —
multi-networking comes into play. It becomes a situation
where the device and the network can make decisions
about which path to use depending on which is the most
economical or which offers best performance for what I
need to do.
Given all of these trends, what will the traffic stop of the
future look like?
In the future, the police vehicle is a virtual partner.
So the pieces that need to come together look something like this: There’s a personal area network around
the officer that connects all the devices that he or
she is carrying or wearing. Around the vehicle itself,
there’s a vehicle or incident area network. If you step
back, there is wireless infrastructure surrounding all
of that. Hopefully the new FirstNet network is a part
of it, but there also are carrier assets and potentially
local assets that are available to connect the people on
the incident scene.
The police vehicle is equipped with 360-degree video
cameras, so it can constantly watch the scene. And it has
a digital video recorder, so it is recording everything that
happens. It has a powerful computer in it, and it has a
broadband connection back to command and control.
As the officer pulls over a driver, the police vehicle
can immediately read the license plate from the stopped
vehicle and run a real-time license plate check. It also can
recognize the color and type of vehicle that is stopped,
and determine if the vehicle description matches the
license plate. The same correlation is going on with
registration information. All of that information can be
automatically entered in a citation; the officer doesn’t
have to write anything.
The police officer is wearing what looks like a pair
of sunglasses that are equipped with a forward-facing
camera to capture video of the scene and they also deliver
augmented reality to the officer. So [officers] can concentrate on what’s happening in front of them, but they also
are getting additional information about the scene and
the person they stopped.
Someone may be in the backseat out of the officer’s
sight line, or an accomplice may pull in behind the police
car and approach the officer from behind. But the police
vehicle, with its 360-degree video, is looking for motion
and other things that shouldn’t be happening. It can alert
the police officer of the potential danger.
In addition, officers in the ﬁeld increasingly will be
able to plug into information from city assets — like video
surveillance cameras, biometric sensors, motion sensors
— that will give them even more information about
what’s going on at the scene. ¨
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DOWNLOAD OUR LATEST
SPECIAL REPORT ON

CITIZEN & BUSINESS
ENGAGEMENT
The convergence of ubiquitous mobility with user-centric,
interactive social media technologies has pushed government
to develop technology initiatives that provide citizens
and businesses with unprecedented opportunities for
communication. As a result, governments are reaching
exponentially more citizens, reaping the rewards of being
more transparent and — dare we say it — becoming
cool. Come explore this new era of citizen and business
engagement with us that builds a close-knit community of
governments, their employees and their constituents.

Greg Fischer
Mayor of Louisville, Ky.,
the 2012 Best of the Web
City Portal Winner
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www.public-cio.com/reports
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CIO Central

DAVID KIDD

News, Reviews & Careers

CIO TRANSITIONS
leading the Enterprise
Information Strategy
and Policy Division of the
Department of Administrative
Services, now known as the
Chief Information Office.
Also making an
exit from public
service is Steve
Reneker, chief
innovation officer
of Riverside, Calif.
In November, the
Steve
Reneker local government
veteran retired
after a decade working as
the city’s CIO and executive
director of SmartRiverside,
a nonprofit charged with
making the city an incubator
and economic hub for startups. Last year, Reneker was
named one of Government
Technology’s Doers, Dreamers
and Drivers. He was instrumental in helping Riverside
secure the title of international Intelligent Community
of the Year by the Intelligent
Community Forum in 2012.

Tom Jarrett, Delaware’s first
CIO, died on Oct. 16. Jarrett
was appointed state CIO in
2001 and was named one
of Government Technology’s
Doers, Dreamers and Drivers
in 2005. The late IT
leader also received
NASCIO’s Meritorious
Service Award
in 2006 and was
the organization’s
president in 2005.
As of Nov. 2,
Oregon CIO Dugan
Petty has retired. The move
was announced in a memo
sent to state agency heads
on Aug. 13. Petty’s oneyear term as president of
NASCIO ended in October.
Petty served as Oregon’s
CIO since 2006, making
him the longest-serving
CIO since the state created
the position, according to
a press release. Petty was
responsible for bringing
an enterprise approach to
Oregon state government,
JESSICA MULHOLLAND

One year after a hiring
scandal led to the resignation
of Dallas CIO Worris Levine,
the city in early September
chose Bill Finch, former technology department assistant director, as its new CIO.
Levine resigned after hiring
at least eight members of a
Fort Worth church where he
served as an associate pastor,
a Dallas Morning News investigation revealed last year.
Finch was passed over
for the CIO position in 2006
when Levine was hired.
Finch served as interim
director following Levine’s
resignation and effective
in October, Finch became
the official Dallas CIO,
DallasNews.com reported.
Finch has been with the
city for 10 years and worked
in IT for 31 years as a system
consultant for the legal industry, electronic data processing
manager for retailers, and
vice president of IT for Bank
of America and Citigroup.

PROMOTING
COLLABORATION
NASCIO launched a new
website in October to promote
collaboration across jurisdictions and agencies within state
and local government.
The website, www.nascio
.org/advocacy/collaboration,
highlights what are considered
to be IT success stories
taking place across the nation,
and outlines by state ongoing
projects that promote crossboundary collaborative
initiatives, according to the
organization. Th rough a
partnership with the Public
Technology Institute, NASCIO
researched what these collaborative initiatives share and
used the research to highlight
what the organization felt
were examples of collaborative
efforts that create efficiencies
and cut costs.
”This new website provides
the opportunity to highlight
some great examples of
effective collaboratives. Every
one of these is a success
story that can provide knowledge for future collaboratives,”
said David Behen, co-chair for
the NASCIO State and Local
Collaboration working group
and Michigan CIO, in a
statement. ”Our intent is
to grow the catalog over
time and promote effective
planning and operational
execution of cross-jurisdictional collaboratives.”

D
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DIGITAL STATES
RECOGNIZED

Dick Clark

During Public CIO’s CIO Academy, in Austin, Texas, state CIO
Karen Robinson awarded the 2012 Texas Public Sector CIO of the
Year Award to Sam Segran, associate vice president and CIO of
Texas Tech University. The award
recognizes individuals for exemplary leadership, strategic vision,
innovation and collaboration.
Segran has dedicated his more
than 25-year career to advancing
the institution’s mission through
strategic planning, investment and
efficient use of IT, and has been
actively collaborating with colKaren Robinson and Sam Segran
leagues, vendor partners and the
public sector to make the use of
information resources effective and safer for both the university
and the community at large. His many accomplishments include
the launch of a major cybersecurity awareness campaign for
Texas Tech University and the regional Lubbock area community.

MASS HIWAY IS OPEN

FLICKR/WEBN-TV

Michigan and Utah
were honored at an award
ceremony in October for
their exemplary performance
in the 2012 Digital States
Survey, which is
conducted by the
Center for Digital
Government, the
research arm
of Public CIO’s
parent company,
e.Republic. The
states received
the only two A
grades, demonstrated results
across all
survey categories, and used
modernization to implement strategic priorities
and operational efficiencies,
according to the survey.
States also were honored
in eight best practices categories: Adaptive Leadership
(Iowa); Enterprise ICT (Utah);
Finance and Administration
(West Virginia); Public
Safety (California); Health
and Human Services
(Michigan); Transportation
(Tennessee); Commerce,
Labor and Taxation
(Louisiana); and Citizen
Engagement (Michigan).
In addition, NASCIO gave
Montana CIO Dick Clark
its annual Meritorious
Service Award to honor his

TEXAS CIO OF THE YEAR

leadership and dedication.
Clark was hired in 2005
as Montana’s second CIO.
He was responsible for
establishing statewide
IT infrastructure. Clark
conceived and implemented
the idea of a four-state
cloud-based storage
solution that Montana,
Oregon, Utah and Colorado
ended up sharing.
Clark’s achievements
were also recognized by
Government Technology
in March as he was named
one of the top 25 public
officials for his ability to
overcome barriers such as
tight budgets, organizational
inertia and tricky politics.

On Oct. 16, Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick sent a record
between an eastern Massachusetts hospital and a western
Massachusetts hospital, officially opening up the Statewide
Health Information Exchange (HIE), called MassHIway. Now
the state is working aggressively toward phase two.
Phase one began with implementing “push” transactions,
because they are easy from both a policy and technology perspective, wrote Dr. John D. Halamka, CIO of the Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center, CIO and dean for technology at
Harvard Medical School and chairman of the New England
Healthcare Exchange Network, in a blog post.
The next step, Halamka wrote, will be ”pull” transactions.
“Rather than declare that the standards are not ready, the
informatics challenges are too great, and the consent models
are too complex, we’re just moving forward with an aggressive
timeline to get it done in 12-18 months,” he wrote.
As work progresses and Massachusetts’ HIE program
develops, Halamka will share the lessons his team learned and
information about the technology used.

Deval Patrick

[ ]
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MICHIGAN’S TECH TRIO

CO NT INU ED F ROM PAGE 1 4

directly to the governor, not the budget director. But in
Michigan’s case, the arrangement works.
“I think what you have there is a very unusual situation
where you have a tech-savvy governor and a tech-savvy
budget director,” Robinson said, adding that most budget
officials view IT as a cost to be cut instead of a target for
investment. “Right now, Michigan certainly is the exception, so I’m not sure that can be replicated.”
Still, Robinson says there’s a clear lesson for other IT
executives to learn from Michigan. “If you’re a CIO, the
budget director needs to be your best friend,” he said.
“Forming a close partnership is critical to your success.”
Behen has a few other advantages too. Michigan’s
IT operations are among the nation’s most centralized, Robinson noted, giving the CIO authority over all
statewide IT staff and the entire technology budget. In
addition, years of ﬁscal hardship have made state agencies much more receptive to shared services and other
innovative ideas.
Behen acknowledges that he’s well positioned to leave
his mark on the state’s IT landscape. “The governor
really believes that technology can make an impact on
how we do business and provide customer service. And
the budget director wants to fund it,” he said. “What
better situation could I be in?”

O

ver the next few years, Snyder, Nixon and
Behen will perform a high-proﬁle test of
that theory. They’ll pump millions into
new systems designed to control the cost
of running government while improving public services.
And if they do it right, Snyder says, taxpayers will appreciate the investment.
“Usually when you get your tax bill, you don’t feel
like a purchaser, but that is really the theory,” he said.
“I want them to feel good that they bought the right
amount of government. They bought the right amount
of public safety or education — because they have other
things that they could be doing with those resources.”
And about that desktop PC that Snyder encountered
on his ﬁrst day in the office? It’s been carted away,
replaced by something more mobile. And in place of the
little square monitor there are now are several goodsized displays.
Also on the way out, Snyder says, are the rules that
landed new but already obsolete equipment on the
governor’s desk in the ﬁrst place. As he sees it, much
of the state’s new approach to technology hinges on
common sense. “We have good IT people; they were
just following policy. They wanted to do the right thing,
but they didn’t feel empowered to say anything.” ¨
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A GOOD CAUSE
IS WORTH RIDING
ABOUT
MISSION
Created by NIC CEO and
former law enforcement officer
Harry Herington, Ride4CopsTM raises
awareness about the dangers of
law enforcement and supports the
families of fallen officers.

RIDE4COPS
MEMORIAL BIKE
To raise support for the families
of fallen officers, Herington
holds rallies at state capitols,
with 20 events held in the past
three years from the Statehouse
in Trenton, New Jersey to the
Capitol in Honolulu. Along the
journey he rides the Memorial
Bike, a customized HarleyDavidson that has become a
traveling memorial as survivors
donate mementoes of fallen
officers to be carried on the bike.
To date the Memorial Bike has
traveled more than 20,000 miles
honoring fallen officers.

SUPPORT
Ride4Cops supports several
charities throughout the nation
that provide for law enforcement
and the families of fallen officers.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Find out how you can pay tribute
to fallen officers in your area and support
the families left behind.
Visit: www.Ride4Cops.com
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cybersecurity strategies

By Dan Lohrmann

A Mobile Future
5 mobile security trends and actions to consider.

overnments are aggressively
going mobile with new devices,
app development projects and
system integration efforts. Whether
buying proven off-the-shelf products
or developing mission-critical apps
from scratch, there’s little doubt that
the future interface for delivering
customer service will be tablets and
smartphones. Estimates suggest that
at least 50 percent of users will access
the Web via mobile devices by the
end of 2013.
Meanwhile, many governments
that implemented cloud-first policies
over the past few years are developing
new “mobile-first” edicts to match.
Indeed, tech experts described our
customer data landscape to business
leaders with a triangular diagram
containing three interacting puzzle
pieces: cloud computing, mobile
devices and security.
Some of these new apps are being
acquired for public-sector workers
to use on government-owned devices
to improve efficiency. Other apps
are citizen-centric, and they must
be usable on the many new devices
and operating systems now available
and those coming soon.
Daniel J. Lohrmann
So what security issues are
became Michigan’s
first chief secuassociated with mobile devices
rity officer and
and app development? Here
deputy director for
cybersecurity and
are five mobile security trends
infrastructure proand some actions to consider
tection in October
2011. He served
as you become more mobile:
as Michigan’s chief
More Mobile Data Than
technology officer
and chief informaEver. For years, sensitive
tion security officer.
enterprise data has leaked
Lohrmann has
more than 26 years
via USB drives and lost
of experience in the
or stolen laptops, but the
computer industry.

number of smartphones, tablets and
other mobile devices has exploded.
Actions: Establish policies that encrypt
mobile data on devices or keep all sensitive data off mobile devices. If accessing sensitive information is required,
consider data loss prevention products
and keeping all personally identifiable
information on protected enterprise
servers and off the endpoint devices.
More Mobile Malware. The
bad guys are following the crowds,
who are buying smartphones and
tablets with more power than PCs
of a decade ago. The DroidDream
and Gemini malware attacks were
launched in early 2012, and some call
this the “Year of Mobile Malware.”
Mobile botnets are also growing.
Actions: Mobile device management services can protect devices by
locking down permissions and offering anti-malware software and tools.
Training end users is also essential
via formal awareness programs that
explain how to think before clicking.
Growing Use of BYOD to Work.
Some security experts see the
BYOD trend as “bring your own
disaster.” Nevertheless, one top
industry expert predicted that 80
percent of global enterprises will
adopt this approach by 2016.
Actions: Meet with business customers about mobile device preferences.
Consider piloting BYOD in areas
with nonsensitive data. Develop policies for the use of personal devices
under different scenarios, even if
some business areas opt out.
Authentication Complexity
Growing. Despite the push for single

G

sign-on, many enterprises still struggle
with more credentials for more
apps and devices. Users are tiring
of more complex passwords, and
the use of biometrics is growing.
Actions: Streamline credentials with
federated identity management across
government systems, mobile apps
and legacy programs. Consider using
federal health IT dollars as anchor
tenants. Apply government policies to
personal devices, if they store business
data — after getting employee buy-in.
Mobile Platform Support Is
Complex. Whether you’re writing
apps for Apple’s iOS, Google’s Android,
BlackBerry’s BES or Microsoft’s
Windows 8, secure coding is hard
work. One technology CEO said,
“You’d be hard pressed to find application developers who actively try
to mitigate against cross-site scripting attacks, SQL injection attacks and
cross-site request forgery attacks.”
Actions: HTML5 is growing as an
industry standard across mobile platforms — consider adopting it. Train
staff in secure coding. And before
deploying a code, test it for holes.

Final Thoughts
Government executives must consider
having vendor partners manage specific
services or assist with mobile activities.
IT consumerization makes this a difficult area to keep up with. The National
Institute of Standards and Technology
issued draft guidance on mobile security.
Many state and local governments issued
RFPs in this area, and NASCIO issued
several helpful papers on architectures
with secure mobile implementations. ¨
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CIO2

By Andy Blumenthal

The Information High
Addressing America’s addiction to data overload and consumption.

rom the Chinese factories rolling out consumer goods day
and night, to the shipyards
loading and unloading pallets upon
pallets of things, to the supercenters
of this world with shelves stacked
tall, we are all accustomed to being
consumers of material goods.
In fact, you could say that we’re
addicted to things and the rush we feel
when shopping. We justify ourselves
by saying that “we need it,” when those
things also give us an escape from life’s
daily stresses. Marketing research
has shown that when we go shopping
or buy a favorite brand, our bodies
give us a pleasurable, endorphinfueled high; compulsive shopping is
considered a psychological disorder.
As we continue to settle into the
Information Age, the addiction
changes along with it. In addition to
being slaves to our things — including our technology gadgets — we
also are addicted to the data and
information they serve up. (Which
is why so many people can be found
with their heads angled down,
constantly looking at the screen.)
In a sense, we are addicted to information for its usefulness. No longer is
having a something — a special widget,
gadget, or special parcel of
Andy Blumenthal
is a division
land, labor or capital — the
chief at the U.S.
driver of your success. Rather,
Department of
State. A regular
in this new economy, inforspeaker and
mation is clearly the source
published author,
Blumenthal blogs
of competitive advantage.
at http://totalcio.
In fact, information has
blogspot.com.
Blumenthal’s views
become more valuable than
are his own and do
material items. Corporate
not represent those
of any agency.
spies seek insider ammo

TOM McKEITH

F

In addition to being slaves to our things
— including our technology gadgets —
we also are addicted to the data and
information they serve up.
to give themselves an advantage
in the stock market. Hackers steal
data from computer networks teeming with valuable information. And
cyberterrorists carry out daily attacks
against their nation-state targets
to hobble their intelligence and
communications infrastructures.
Yet it’s not just the value of the
information itself that we want. If it
were, once we had it we would go back
to “real life” and put the computer
away. But instead the opposite is
true: The more we have, the more we
seem to want. As Wall Street Journal
columnist Holman Jenkins Jr. put it
in October 2011, “What people want
to do when liberated by technology is
consume media. ... The real thrill is to
be a giant, passive head plugged into
everything,” just like the futuristic
television series Star Trek predicted.

Both personally and professionally, I also am fascinated by the
world of information and connection
available to us these days through
technology. It’s almost like having
a hose constantly spewing forth
the genius of our world, nourishing our neurons like a “braingasm”
on the road to enlightenment.
Information technology is a wellspring for us to consume, but managing such an elixir requires us to take
time to ingest as well as digest. The job
of an IT leader is to capture and locate
useful information to the organization
and connect and return meaningful
insights to solve business problems.
On a personal level, we’ve gotten
addicted when we forget the real
people, experiences and spirituality that underlie all our true
success and happiness in life. ¨
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GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY EXECUTIVE EVENTS
bring cutting-edge content and relationship building into the largest state
capitols and major metro areas in the US. Each event gathers top-level IT
executives and industry leaders under one roof to discuss new technologies and
best practices for the priority issues impacting their regions.
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FOR CURRENT AGENDA AND REGISTRATION INFORMATION VISIT
WWW.GOVTECH.COM/EVENTS
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ADVANCE YOUR PROGRAMS WITH THE RIGHT EXPERIENCE, NETWORK
AND STRATEGIC ALLIANCES.
VERIZON SOLUTIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
MONITORING & CONTROL
FIELD FORCE MANAGEMENT
MOBILE DEVICES & APPLICATIONS

Verizon technology enables solutions that help state and local governments
remotely observe and manage critical assets, properties and trafﬁc for greater
operational efﬁciency. Through innovative solutions like Monitoring and Control,
Verizon enhances surveillance to help you keep your citizens safe while minimizing
costs. And it’s all made possible with the security and reliability of America’s
largest 4G LTE network.

TRAFFIC SAFETY

Start making a difference for your agency.
Visit: verizonwireless.com/government

MOBILE OFFICE

4G LTE is available in more than 400 markets in the U. S. Network details & coverage maps at vzw.com. © 2012 Verizon Wireless.
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